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Advances in Design
Fluid mechanics continues to dominate the world of engineering. This book bridges the gap between first and higher level text books on the
subject. It shows that the approximate approaches are essentially globally averaged versions of the local treatment, that in turn is covered in
considerable detail in the second edition.

Chakra Manager
Written with pedagogy following internationally accepted outcome-based learning, this textbook deals with the basics of Statics, Dynamics,
and introductory aspects of Solid Mechanics, meeting the requirements of an undergraduate course in Engineering Mechanics. The concepts
are well-explained using diagrams drawn with engineering accuracy. Illustrative examples and problems for practice provided in the book will
enhance the learning process of the students. Salient Features: - Learning Objectives - Each chapter begins with a list of key Learning
Objectives directly tied to the chapter content including the pedagogy. These help focus on planning for instructors and studying for students.
- Levels of Difficulty - All examples and problems - are linked with Learning Objectives and graded as per Levels of Difficulty (LoD). - ShortAnswer Questions - These questions (along with their answers) provided at the end of each chapter not only prepare the students for vivavoce, but also relate the concepts to real-life engineering problems.

An Engineer's Guide to MATLAB
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Biofliudics has gained in importance in recent years, forcing engineers to redefine mechanical engineering theories and apply them to
biological functions. To date, no book has successfully done this. Biofliud Mechanics in Cardiovascular Systems is one of the first books to
take an interdisciplinary approach to the subject. Written by a professor and researcher, this book will combine engineering principles with
human biology to deliver a text specifically designed for biomedical engineering professionals and students.

Manufacturing Technology—Foundry, Forming and Welding, 5e (Volume 1)
Biofluid Mechanics in Cardiovascular Systems
Basic Concepts of Inorganic Chemistry is thoroughly revised and designed as a student text to meet the needs of the students preparing for
various competitive examinations. Each concept and principle is unfolded systematically, reflecting the vast experience, command and
authority of the author on the subject. The subject has been explained using basic principles that make things easy to understand and absorb
both for beginners as well as advanced learners. Each chapter is followed by graded multiple choice questions (the core of the competitive
exams) based on concepts, principles and applications, providing the student with necessary recapitulation and ensuring speed and
accuracy.

Advanced Engineering Fluid Mechanics
A Snap Shot Oriented Treatise with Live Engineering Examples. Each chapter is is supplemented with concept oriented questions with
answers and explanations. Some practical life problems from Education, business are included.

A Textbook of Production Technology (Manufacturing Processes)
Advances in Design examines recent advances and innovations in product design paradigms, methods, tools and applications. It presents
fifty-two selected papers which were presented at the 14th CIRP International Design Seminar held in May 2004. This book will be bought by
postgraduate and senior undergraduate students studying product design. It will also be of interest to researchers and practitioners working in
the field of product design.

Engineering Mechanics - Statics
This textbook teaches students the basic mechanical behaviour of materials at rest (statics), while developing their mastery of engineering
methods of analysing and solving problems.
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Basic Concepts of Inorganic Chemistry
Staying within the context and constraints of clinical practice, Frank Bell explains the principles of biomechanics and its implications for
professional health workers in the design of equipment and patient care.

Engineering Mechanics : (As Per The New Syllabus, B.Tech. 1 Year Of U.P. Technical University)
Python Programming
The carefully crafted fifth edition of Manufacturing Technology offers essential understanding of conventional and emerging technologies in
the field of foundry, forming and welding. With latest industrial case studies and expanded topical coverage, the textbook offers a deep
knowledge of the ever-evolving subject. A dedicated section on chapterwise GATE questions provide support to the competitive
examinations’ aspirants. This revised edition also maintains its principle of lucid presentation and easy to understand pedagogy. This makes
the book a complete package on the subject which will greatly benefit students, teachers and practicing engineers. Salient Features: - Well
organised description of equipment, from practical information to its process, supported with easy to understand illustrations, numerical
calculation and discussion of the result. - Expanded topical coverage by adding Two new chapters, on Ceramics and Glass; Composite
Materials. Included new required topics like, Shot Peening, Non-destructive Testing of Welds, Thixocasting, etc. - Latest Industrial Case
Studies, like Ductile Iron Casting, Gating System Design for Investment Casting, etc.

International Logistics Management
Revised extensively, the new edition of this text conforms to the syllabi of all Indian Universities in India. This text strictly focuses on the
undergraduate syllabus of Design of Machine Elements I and II , offered over two semesters.

Advances in Materials and Metallurgy
Vector Mechanics for Engineers: Statics provides conceptually accurate and thorough coverage, and its problem-solving methodology gives
students the best opportunity to learn statics. This new edition features a significantly refreshed problem set. Key Features Chapter openers
with real-life examples and outlines previewing objectives Careful, step-by-step presentation of lessons Sample problems with the solution
laid out in a single page, allowing students to easily see important key problem types Solving Problems on Your Own boxes that prepare
students for the problem sets Forty percent of the problems updated from the previous edition
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Engineering Drawing
Mc-Graw Hill Education is proud to announce the fourth edition of Manufacturing Technology, Volume 2 on Metal cutting and Machine Tools,
by our well-known author P N Rao. With latest industrial case studies and expanded topical coverage, the textbook offers a deep knowledge
of the ever-evolving subject. A dedicated section on chapter-wise GATE questions provide support to the competitive examinations’
aspirants. This revised edition also maintains its principle of lucid presentation and easy to understand pedagogy. This makes the book a
complete package on the subject which will greatly benefit students, teachers and practicing engineers. Salient Features: - Well organised
description of equipment, from practical information to its process, supported with easy to understand illustrations, numerical calculation and
discussion of the result. - Expanded topical coverage by adding One new chapter, on Micro-Manufacturing. Included new required topics like,
Automation, Economics of Tooling, etc. - Latest Industrial Case Studies, like Turbine Blade Machining, Welding Fixture, etc.

A Textbook of Engineering Mechanics
Engineering Mechanics is a textbook specifically designed for a one-semester interdisciplinary course offered at the university level for
undergraduate engineering programmes in India.

Manufacturing Technology—Metal Cutting and Machine Tools, 4e (Volume II)
An Engineer's Guide to MATLAB, 3/e, is an authoritative guide to generating readable, compact, and verifiably correct MATLAB programs. It
is ideal for undergraduate engineering courses in Mechanical, Aeronautical, Civil, and Electrical engineering that require/use MATLAB. This
highly respected guide helps students develop a strong working knowledge of MATLAB that can be used to solve a wide range of engineering
problems. Since solving these problems usually involves writing relatively short, one-time-use programs, the authors demonstrate how to
effectively develop programs that are compact yet readable, easy to debug, and quick to execute. Emphasis is on using MATLAB to obtain
solutions to several classes of engineering problems, so technical material is presented in summary form only. The new edition has been
thoroughly revised and tested for software release 2009.

S.Chand's Engineering Mechanics
Proceedings of the 2013 ASCE International Workshop on Computing in Civil Engineering.

FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
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Introduction to Mechanics
Engineering Mechanics
A modern introduction to Newtonian dynamics and the basics of special relativity, this book discusses standard topics such as Newton¿s
laws of motion, energy, linear and angular momentum, rigid body dynamics, and oscillations, then goes on to introduce modern topics such
as symmetries, phase space, nonlinear dynamics and chaos. The author presents Newton¿s equation of motion as a differential equation,
bringing out key issues such as phase space and determinism in mechanical systems and helps introduce modern research topics such as
chaos theory in a natural way. He highlights key assumptions of Newtonian mechanics and incorporates numerical solutions of many
mechanical systems using MATLAB¿.

Engineering Mechanics of Solids
Indian culture and spiritualism have exerted a strong hold over the world’s greatest intellectuals—from psychologists like Carl Jung to poets
like T.S. Eliot, from orators like Swami Vivekananda to philosophers like Sri Aurobindo, from statesmen like Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam to writers
like H.G. Wells. Compiled by Salil Gewali, Great Minds on India is a remarkable collection of the thoughts and views of these world-renowned
opinion-makers on India’s cultural inheritance and glorious legacy.

Viral Nanoparticles
The logistics developed by multinational companies consist of many mechanisms and processes. Understanding how they workas well as
how different frameworks can result in an efficient system of logistics managementis no easy task. Robert Chira, a faculty member at Dimitrie
Cantemir University in Bucharest, Romania, explains how logistics work in this textbook geared for students and businesspeople. Taking a
step-by-step approach, he introduces readers to logistics, explains the importance of logistics in a business environment, and delves into
integrated logistics. He also explores how globalization is affecting logistics management, how logistics can provide companies with a
competitive advantage, how to implement the latest competitive strategies offered by financial institutions, and why customer service must be
a key part of any strategy. Moreover, he provides examples of how companies in Romania have leveraged logistics management in different
sectors to achieve lasting success. Unlike other textbooks on logistics, this one goes beyond theory to provide ways to improve logistics in
order to accomplish performance objectives. Build a business built to last, and outperform competitors with the lessons in International
Logistics Management.

Advances in Materials and Processing Technologies
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Design of Machine Elements
This book overviews the applications of viral nanoparticles (VNPs) in areas ranging from materials science to biomedicine. It summarizes the
many different VNP building blocks and describes chemistries that allow one to attach, entrap, or display functionalities on VNPs. The book
outlines the strategies for the construction of 1-, 2-, and 3-D arrays, highlights the achievements in utilizing VNPs as tools for novel
biosensors and nanoelectronic devices, and describes efforts in designing VNPs for biomedical applications, including their use as gene
delivery vectors, novel vaccines, imaging modalities, and applications in targeted therapeutics.

Engineering Mechanics
Computer Aided Engineering Drawing
Annotation Collection of selected, peer reviewed papers from the 2014 Conference on Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering (AME 2014),
April 13-14, 2014, Bangkok, Thailand. The 45 papers are grouped as follows: Chapter 1: Materials Science and Materials Processing
Technology, Chapter 2: Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, Applied Mechanics, Chapter 3: Computation Methods and Information
Technologies.

Problems and Solutions in Engineering Mechanics
This second edition, extensively revised and updated, continues to offer sound, practically-oriented, modularized coverage of the full
spectrum of fundamental topics in each of the several major areas of electrical and electronics engineering. Circuit Theory Electrical
Measurements and Measuring Instruments Electric Machines Electric Power Systems Control Systems Signals and Systems Analog and
Digital Electronicsincluding introduction to microcomputers The book conforms to the syllabi of Basic Electrical and Electronic Sciences
prescribed for the first-year engineering students. It is also an ideal text for students pursuing diploma programmes in Electrical Engineering.
Written in a straightforward style with a strong emphasis on primary principles, the main objective of the book is to bring an understanding of
the subject within the reach of all engineering students. What is New to This Edition : Fundamentals of Control Systems (Chapter 24)
Fundamentals of Signals and Systems (Chapter 25) Introduction to Microcomputers (Chapter 32) Substantial revisions to chapters on
Transformer, Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors, and Field Effect Transistors Laplace Transform (Appendix B) Applications of Laplace
Transform (Appendix C) PSpice (Appendix E) key Features : Numerous solved examples for sound conceptual understanding End-of-chapter
review questions and numerical problems for rigorous practice by students Answers to all end-of-chapter numerical problems An objective
type Questions Bank with answers to hone the technical skills of students for viva voce and preparation for competitive examinations.
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Textbook of Thermal Engineering
Vector Mechanics for Engineers
Engineering Mechanics: Combined Statics & Dynamics, Twelfth Editionis ideal for civil and mechanical engineering professionals. In his
substantial revision ofEngineering Mechanics, R.C. Hibbeler empowers students to succeed in the whole learning experience. Hibbeler
achieves this by calling on his everyday classroom experience and his knowledge of how students learn inside and outside of lecture. In
addition to over 50% new homework problems, the twelfth edition introduces the new elements ofConceptual Problems,Fundamental
ProblemsandMasteringEngineering, the most technologically advanced online tutorial and homework system.

An Introduction to Mechanics
h2>DISCOVER: How to balance your life and work by balancing your chakrasNeed to perform better at work and get that raise or promotion?
But your weakness in your 7 Chakras is sabotaging your promotion at work?A DEFICIENCY IN YOUR ENERGY ECOSYSTEM COULD BE
WREAKING HAVOC IN ONE OF SEVEN AREAS OF YOUR BUSINESS LIFE. REINVIGORATE IT WITH THE CHAKRA MANAGER - FREE
PROFILING TEST WITH EVERY PURCHASE.Is your energetic ecosystem working the way it should?And importantly, do you know how to
influence it? Imagine having the ability, at any given moment, to instantly uplift any aspect of your life by tapping into one of your 7 Chakras,
and empowering it.We live in a world with an incredible ecosystem of energy flowing through and around us. An energy that influences
everything -your desires, your needs, your emotions, your thoughts, your actions and most certainly the effect they all have on your life.Need
to perform better at work and get that raise or promotion? Strengthen your 1st Chakra. Want to eliminate misunderstandings and connect
better with your spouse, kids, friends and co-workers? Work on your 4th Chakra. Want to spice up your sex life and creativity? Unblock your
2nd Chakra. Need to lose that excess flab and look good in your clothes? Work on your 3rd Chakra.This is the foundation of the ancient
Indian science known as Chakra Healing-an effective, spiritual and completely natural way to break free from the shackles of personal
limitations, and start living on your own terms.What, exactly, does it feel like when a chakra is deficient, excessive, or blocked? Can our early
life experiences affect the energetic patterns that shape our physical and emotional well being as adults?If so, how do we clear these
blockages & achieve our goals in life? DOWNLOAD: Chakra Manager - Ancient Yogic Secrets to boost your productivity & performance FREE PROFILING TEST WITH EVERY PURCHASEHere is a quick preview of what you get in this book Discover the Chakra System - a
map for your journey through personal & professional life. Personalized Chakra Test to understand where your energies are flowing the
highest and the lowest. . The first chakra: take charge of your career, money mindset, sustenance in the job/business market. The second
chakra: how to fully harness the energy centre of sexuality and pleasure. The third chakra: gain power, order & control to get this things done
as a leader. The fourth chakra - enjoy long lasting relationships with others and yourself. The fifth chakra: Opens the realms of
communication & expression by listening to your true voice. The sixth chakra: focuses on intuition, inner vision, and dreams giving more
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clarity in life. The seventh chakra: Helps you access the divine consciousness. BONUS CHAPTER: The Chakra Meditation: Learn how to
activate all your 7 chakras. Simply scroll up and click the BUY button to instantly download

Computing in Civil Engineering
Engineering Drawing is a textbook designed for the students of all engineering disciplines to develop a spatial bent of mind to observe,
visualize, and understand the structure of objects from different perspectives. This ability forms the central idea of design and development of
all engineering products. Beginning with the basics, such as BIS conventions, geometrical constructions, and scales, the book presents a
detailed chapter on Visualization Concepts and Freehand Sketching, which lays the foundation to understand the subsequent chapters on
orthographic projections, projection of points, lines, planes, and solids. These chapters ease the complexity of understanding further chapters
such as intersection of solids, surfaces, and development of surfaces. The last few chapters discuss isometric projections, transformation of
projections, perspective projections, and finally computer-aided drafting that briefs the reader about the utility of AutoCAD 2015 tools in
drawing. The book provides a number of example problems, step-by-step procedure for solutions, numerous graded practice exercises, and
multiple-choice questions.

Engineering Mechanics
Engineering Physics is designed as a textbook for first year undergraduate engineering students. The book comprehensively covers all
relevant and important topics in a simple and lucid manner. It explains the principles as well as the applications of a given topic using
numerous solved examples and self-explanatory figures.

Engineering Mechanics
Problem Solving Is A Vital Requirement For Any Aspiring Engineer. This Book Aims To Develop This Ability In Students By Explaining The
Basic Principles Of Mechanics Through A Series Of Graded Problems And Their Solutions.Each Chapter Begins With A Quick Discussion Of
The Basic Concepts And Principles. It Then Provides Several Well Developed Solved Examples Which Illustrate The Various Dimensions Of
The Concept Under Discussion. A Set Of Practice Problems Is Also Included To Encourage The Student To Test His Mastery Over The
Subject.The Book Would Serve As An Excellent Text For Both Degree And Diploma Students Of All Engineering Disciplines. Amie
Candidates Would Also Find It Most Useful.

Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering
For B.E., B.Tech. And Engineering students of All Indian Technical Universities
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Engineering Physics
The printing of the seventh edition of the book has provided the author with an opportunity to completely go through the text.Minor Additions
and Improvements have been carried out,wherever needed.All the figure work has been redone on computer,with the result that all the
figures are clear and sharp.The author is really thankful to M/s S.Chand & Company Ltd. for doing an excellent job in publishing the latest
edition of the book.

Great Minds on India
This book presents select proceedings of the International Conference on Engineering Materials, Metallurgy and Manufacturing (ICEMMM
2018), and covers topics regarding both the characterization of materials and their applications across engineering domains. It addresses
standard materials such as metals, polymers and composites, as well as nano-, bio- and smart materials. In closing, the book explores
energy, the environment and green processes as related to materials engineering. Given its content, it will prove valuable to a broad
readership of students, researchers, and professionals alike.

Applied Thermodynamics
This Book Presents A Systematic Account Of The Concepts And Principles Of Engineering Thermodynamics And The Concepts And
Practices Of Thermal Engineering. The Book Covers Basic Course Of Engineering Thermodynamics And Also Deals With The Advanced
Course Of Thermal Engineering. This Book Will Meet The Requirements Of The Undergraduate Students Of Engineering And Technology
Undertaking The Compulsory Course Of Engineering Thermodynamics. The Subject Matter Of Book Is Sufficient For The Students Of
Mechanical Engineering/Industrial-Production Engineering, Aeronautical Engineering, Undertaking Advanced Courses In The Name Of
Thermal Engineering/Heat Engineering/ Applied Thermodynamics Etc. Presentation Of The Subject Matter Has Been Made In Very Simple
And Understandable Language. The Book Is Written In Si System Of Units And Each Chapter Has Been Provided With Sufficient Number Of
Typical Numerical Problems Of Solved And Unsolved Questions With Answers.

Principles of Mechanics and Biomechanics
Python Programming is designed as a textbook to fulfil the requirements of the first-level course in Python programming. It is suited for
undergraduate degree students of computer science engineering, information technology as well as computer applications. The book aims to
introduce the students to the fundamentals of computing and the concepts of Python programming language, and enable them to apply these
concepts for solving real-worldproblems.
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C and Data Structures
Engineering Mechanics
Advanced Materials and Processing are important areas of research in Engineering Science and Technology, and require a critical focus on
bridging the gap between researchers and engineers. Advanced materials and processing play an increasingly important role in the global
economy and in daily life. Researchers and engineers strive to develop new devices and processes, using mathematical and analytical tools
to create technologies to handle the rapidly expanding range of materials and manufacturing processes. The Advances in Materials and
Processing Technologies conference series creates a stimulating environment for the research collaboration of scholars at the local, national
and international levels, contributes to the collective development of a knowledge-based society and economy.
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